1. Product model:

   1211-1101-10 Shoe Voltmaster SB

2. Name and address of the manufacturer or his authorized representative

   Wenaas Workwear AS
   Bruasetvegen 122
   6386 Måndalen
   Norway

3. This declaration of conformity is issued under the sole responsibility of Wenaas Workwear AS.

4. Object of the declaration (identification of the product):

   1211-1101-10 Shoe Voltmaster SB

5. The object of the declaration described above is in conformity with the relevant Union harmonization legislation: PPE Regulation (EU) 2016/425

6. References to the relevant harmonized standards used or references to the other technical specifications in relation to which conformity is declared:

   EN 20345:2011

7. The notified body CIMAC, 0465, performed the EU type-examination (Module B) and issued the EU type-examination certificate F137 00296-18

Måndalen May 24. 2019

...........................................
Bjarne Vattøy
Sourcing Manager – Footwear and PPE
Wenaas Workwear AS

A.N.C.I. Servizi s.r.l. a socio unico - sezione C.I.M.A.C.
Community Identification N° 0465

Grants:

Manufacturer: A.N.C.I. Servizi s.r.l. a socio unico - sezione C.I.M.A.C.

Authorised Representative: A.N.C.I. Servizi s.r.l. a socio unico - sezione C.I.M.A.C.

WENAAS WORKWEAR AS
6386 VOLL, MANDALEN

FRISTAD KANSAS GROUP
DÄCKVÄGEN 2
506 49 BORÅS

EU TYPE-EXAMINATION CERTIFICATE MODULE B
N° F-137-00296-18

for the following model of Personal Protective Equipment

Design: A - Low Shoe

Article: SHOE VOLTMASTER 1211 1101 10

Category of PPE: II

Additional requirements: SB P HRO E FO WRU CI SRC

safety footwear for professional use according to
EN ISO 20345:2011 standard

Picture of the basic model